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Can basic auditory and cognitive measures predict
hearing-impaired listeners’ localization and spatial
speech recognition abilities?a)

Tobias Neher,b) Søren Laugesen, Niels Søgaard Jensen, and Louise Kragelund
Eriksholm Research Centre, Oticon A/S, Kongevejen 243, DK-3070 Snekkersten, Denmark

(Received 5 November 2010; revised 8 June 2011; accepted 16 June 2011)

This study aimed to clarify the basic auditory and cognitive processes that affect listeners’ perform-

ance on two spatial listening tasks: sound localization and speech recognition in spatially complex,

multi-talker situations. Twenty-three elderly listeners with mild-to-moderate sensorineural hearing

impairments were tested on the two spatial listening tasks, a measure of monaural spectral ripple

discrimination, a measure of binaural temporal fine structure (TFS) sensitivity, and two (visual)

cognitive measures indexing working memory and attention. All auditory test stimuli were spec-

trally shaped to restore (partial) audibility for each listener on each listening task. Eight younger

normal-hearing listeners served as a control group. Data analyses revealed that the chosen auditory

and cognitive measures could predict neither sound localization accuracy nor speech recognition

when the target and maskers were separated along the front-back dimension. When the competing

talkers were separated along the left-right dimension, however, speech recognition performance

was significantly correlated with the attentional measure. Furthermore, supplementary analyses

indicated additional effects of binaural TFS sensitivity and average low-frequency hearing thresh-

olds. Altogether, these results are in support of the notion that both bottom-up and top-down deficits

are responsible for the impaired functioning of elderly hearing-impaired listeners in cocktail party-

like situations. VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3608122]

PACS number(s): 43.66.Sr, 43.71.Ky, 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Qp [MAA] Pages: 1542–1558

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial hearing is an important capacity of the auditory

system, which is mediated by different types of acoustic

cues: Interaural phase (time) and interaural level differences

determine the perceived spatial characteristics of sound stim-

uli along the left-right (L-R) dimension, whereas monaural

spectral cues introduced by pinna filtering are crucial for

front-back (F-B) and up-down perception (for reviews, see

Blauert, 1997; Middlebrooks and Green, 1991). Not only

does spatial hearing facilitate sound localization, it can also

lead to considerable speech recognition improvements in

noisy environments. This is because when competing sound

sources are spatially separated, a number of acoustical and

perceptual mechanisms come into play that allow for a

release from masking to occur (e.g., Bronkhorst, 2000; Frey-

man et al., 1999; Zurek, 1993). This release is particularly

large when the interferers are also speech signals. In such sit-

uations, normal-hearing (NH) listeners can obtain on the

order of 15 dB of effective signal-to-noise ratio improve-

ment (e.g., Behrens et al., 2008; Marrone et al., 2008a). In

contrast, hearing-impaired (HI) listeners obtain much less

improvement, especially if they are also older (Helfer and

Freyman, 2008; Marrone et al., 2008b). In addition, com-

pared to data from young NH controls, the data from such

listeners generally exhibit much more spread with perform-

ance ranging from normal to very abnormal. Not only is this

true for unaided listening but also for aided listening where

the effects of reduced audibility have (mostly) been factored

out (Marrone et al., 2008c; Neher et al., 2009). These find-

ings also apply to sound localization accuracy (e.g., Häusler

et al., 1983; Noble et al., 1994; Keidser et al., 2009). Alto-

gether, these results imply that suprathreshold deficits con-

tribute to the poorer spatial hearing performance of elderly

HI listeners.

Suprathreshold deficits can be characterized as relating

to either auditory (bottom-up) or cognitive (top-down) proc-

esses. A number of studies have tried to link basic auditory

processes to speech understanding in noise. For instance,

Strelcyk and Dau (2009) investigated the relationships

among frequency selectivity, temporal fine structure (TFS)

sensitivity, and speech recognition with 10 HI listeners.

They found significant correlations between TFS sensitivity

(but not frequency selectivity) and recognition of target

speech presented against either a diotic two-talker back-

ground or stationary noise lateralized to one side. Recently,

Hopkins and Moore (2011) collected similar data on 24 HI

listeners and obtained a significant correlation between TFS

sensitivity (but not frequency selectivity) and speech recep-

tion in modulated background noise. These findings seem to

suggest that deficient TFS processing plays a role in the

speech perception difficulties experienced by HI listeners.

However, in none of these studies was the speech target pre-

sented against a background of spatially separated speech

interferers, and so it is unclear if these effects apply equally
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to such situations. The role of cognitive function in speech

understanding has also been addressed by various studies

(for a review, see Akeroyd, 2008). This research has con-

firmed that reduced cognitive function, which accompanies

aging (e.g., Pichora-Fuller and Singh, 2006), impairs speech

recognition further. Nevertheless, due to the fact that this

research has almost exclusively dealt with situations with

noise interferers that were spatially coincident with their re-

spective speech targets, it remains unclear to what extent

cognitive deficits affect performance on spatially complex,

multi-talker speech recognition tasks.

Concerning the domain of sound localization, the per-

ceptual importance of (intact) binaural TFS information has

been established (e.g., Drennan et al., 2007; Smith et al.,
2002; Wightman and Kistler, 1992). In addition, NH listen-

ers have been found to localize less accurately with spec-

trally smoothed pinna cues (Asano et al., 1990; Kulkarni and

Colburn, 1998). Although the broadened auditory filters of

HI listeners (e.g., Moore, 2007) can be expected to cause

similar (internal) spectral smoothing, we know of no study

that has attempted to relate sensitivity to pinna cues to local-

ization performance. The few existing accounts of cognitive

effects in sound localization tasks have been restricted to

working memory-related aspects (Merat and Groeger, 2003;

Ries et al., 2010). These studies have shown that when

imposing greater demands on the working memory system

(e.g., by introducing additional tasks or interfering stimuli),

the localization or lateralization abilities of NH listeners

deteriorated.

In an earlier study, we investigated the degree to which

HI listeners are able to take advantage of spatial separation

of competing talkers (Neher et al., 2009). In that study, 20

listeners were fitted with bilateral hearing aids configured to

preserve spatial acoustic cues. Following acclimatization,

speech reception thresholds (SRTs) were measured for a

frontal speech target and two speech maskers separated from

the target along either the L-R (SRTL-R) or the F-B (SRTF-B)

dimension. A number of basic measures were then tested in

terms of their ability to predict spatial speech recognition

performance. For SRTL-R, we observed correlations with age

(r¼ 0.68, p< 0.01), average low-frequency hearing thresh-

old levels (HTLs; r¼ 0.48, p< 0.05), working memory

capacity (r¼�0.52, p< 0.05), and attentional skills

(r¼�0.64, p< 0.01). For SRTF-B, we also observed correla-

tions with age (r¼ 0.49, p< 0.05), working memory

capacity (r¼�0.72, p< 0.01), and attentional skills

(r¼�0.52, p< 0.05). In addition, we found SRTF-B to be

correlated with a measure of average high-frequency HTLs

(r¼ 0.60, p< 0.01). Altogether, these results therefore indi-

cated that both auditory and cognitive deficits play a role in

HI listeners’ spatial speech recognition performance.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of

these deficits on the spatial hearing abilities of HI listeners

further. In particular, our focus was on elderly HI listeners as

they represent the majority of the HI population and as their

spatial hearing abilities can be expected to be particularly

impaired. In addition to speech recognition in spatially com-

plex, multi-talker situations, we also investigated sound

localization performance. Difficulties with these two types

of spatial listening tasks are two problems commonly experi-

enced by elderly HI listeners (e.g., Gatehouse and Noble,

2004; Noble et al., 1995). For each task, we investigated L-

R and F-B performance separately to explore the precise fac-

tors impacting spatial hearing abilities along these

dimensions.

One problem in our earlier study had been that because

of hearing-aid comfort issues, we had been unable to achieve

our high-frequency audibility targets for all listeners. Thus,

this time, instead of fitting our listeners with hearing aids,

we amplified all stimuli prior to presentation in such a way

that (partial) audibility was achieved for each listener on

each listening task. Given that reduced audibility is a major

contributor to impaired listening performance (e.g., Humes,

2007), we expected this approach to lead to “cleaner” supra-

threshold effect estimates. Furthermore, we wanted to follow

up on the correlations between SRTL-R and low-frequency

HTLs and SRTF-B and high-frequency HTLs. In particular,

because low-frequency interaural phase differences (IPDs)

have been found to dominate L-R spatial sound perception

(Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002; Wightman and Kis-

tler, 1992) and because pinna cues, which occur in the high

frequencies, are known to mediate F-B spatial sound percep-

tion (see preceding text), we hypothesized that these correla-

tions could reflect binaural TFS and pinna-cue deficits,

respectively.

Consequently, two measures of auditory processing were

included in the current study, one for each spatial dimension.

The first auditory measure was designed to gauge sensitivity

to binaural TFS information and hence to predict L-R spatial

hearing performance. We used a measure of effective IPD

frequency range, i.e., we determined the upper frequency

limit for our listeners’ ability to detect IPD changes of a

given magnitude. The second auditory measure was designed

to gauge sensitivity to pinna cues and hence to predict F-B

spatial hearing performance. We used a measure of monaural

spectral ripple discrimination (SRD), i.e., we determined the

smallest spectral ripple spacing in a noise stimulus that our

listeners were able to discriminate. Because the spectral cues

introduced by pinna filtering have ripple-like patterns

(e.g., see Fig. 1 in Middlebrooks, 1999) we expected this

measure to be a suitable, indirect index of pinna-cue sensitiv-

ity. Furthermore, to address the top-down processes involved

in spatial hearing, the two cognitive measures we previously

had found to be correlated with spatial speech recognition

were included. Specifically, the measure indexing working

memory capacity was the reading span test (e.g., Daneman

and Carpenter, 1980) and the measure indexing attention was

the visual elevator test from the Test of Everyday Attention

(Robertson et al., 1996). We used visually administered cog-

nitive measures to decouple our estimates of the listeners’

top-down skills from their auditory abilities. Furthermore,

using correlation analyses, we verified that our estimates of

the listeners’ auditory skills were not related to, and thus con-

founded with, their cognitive abilities. In accordance with

our earlier study, we then examined whether the chosen basic

auditory and cognitive measures could predict L-R and F-B

spatial listening performance to obtain (further) support for

links between these two domains.
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II. METHODS

A. Listeners

Twenty-three HI listeners aged 60–78 yr (mean: 67 yr)

participated in this study. They all had mild-to-moderate sen-

sorineural hearing impairments. For any given listener, the

across-ear asymmetry in hearing thresholds was within 20 dB

for any audiometric frequency between 125 Hz and 8 kHz,

while the average asymmetry across ears and all audiometric

frequencies was no larger than 8 dB hearing level (HL).

Detailed information about the listeners can be found in Table

I. Note that for ease of clarity, the listeners were rank-ordered

according to their age followed by their average hearing loss

across the audiometric frequencies of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz

(4FAHL). Note also that the notation “HIn” is used to index the

nth listener. Because all listeners were wearing bilateral hearing

aids on a daily basis, they were accustomed to listening to

amplified sound. They were reimbursed for their travel

expenses but otherwise not paid for their participation.

In addition to 4FAHL, the average hearing loss across

the audiometric frequencies of 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75

kHz (4FAHLlow) and 4, 6, and 8 kHz (3FAHLhigh) was cal-

culated. The group means of the 4FAHLlow, 4FAHL, and

3FAHLhigh measures were, respectively, 25, 41, and 60 dB

HL (ranges: 6–49, 27–53, and 46–71 dB HL, respectively).

A control group consisting of two female and six male

listeners aged 26–44 yr (mean: 35 yr) also completed all au-

ditory tests but, due to test protocol restrictions, not the cog-

nitive ones. Except for one listener whose right-ear

thresholds at 6 and 8 kHz were 25 dB HL, all listeners had

HTLs that were 20 dB HL or better.

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from de

Videnskabsetiske Komiteer for Region Hovedstaden.

B. Basic auditory measures

1. Monaural spectral ripple discrimination (SRD)

To quantify the listeners’ ability to detect changes in

pinna cue-like spectral patterns, an experimental paradigm

developed by Supin et al. (1994) was adopted. This para-

digm involves introducing spectral ripples with a certain

density and depth into a noise signal. Within the target inter-

val, the phase of the spectral ripple is alternated at a certain

rate, whereas in the reference interval, it is held constant

(see Fig. 1). Alternating the phase of the spectral ripple

ensures that the listener has to listen for changes in spectral

detail because there are no differences in intensity, band-

width, ripple depth, or ripple density.

a. Stimulus generation. The SRD stimuli were gener-

ated as follows. First, a white noise of length 2 s was gener-

ated digitally at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. This noise was

then delayed by Dt s and added back to the original, unde-

layed noise signal. The combined signal was passed

through a 48th-order finite impulse response (FIR) band-

pass filter having �3-dB cut-off frequencies of 4 and 8

kHz. A band-limited noise with a linear ripple spacing of

1/Dt Hz and a theoretical ripple depth of minus infinity was

thereby obtained. This served as the reference stimulus.

The target stimulus was generated in the same manner

except that the delayed noise was first multiplied with a

square wave having an amplitude of 61 and a period of 1

Hz before being added back to the original, undelayed

noise signal. This produced a noise signal with the same

(linear) ripple density as the reference stimulus but with a

spectrum that was inverted every 0.5 s. The reference and

target stimuli were then equalized in terms of their root-

mean-square (RMS) levels and passed through a 23rd-order

infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. This filter was

designed to compensate for the magnitude response of the

electro-acoustic test setup and to provide the gain needed

for ensuring audibility. A nominal presentation level of 75

dB sound pressure level (SPL) free-field was used. This

choice was based on results by Supin et al. (2003), who

found NH listeners’ ripple detection ability to be almost in-

dependent of the overall stimulus level between 40 and 90

dB SPL. Furthermore, based on considerations of comfort-

ableness, their listeners typically chose a level of 70–80 dB

SPL. With the help of the IIR filter, the stimuli’s RMS

spectra were then raised to at least 15 dB above hearing

threshold between 4 and 8 kHz. This resulted in minimal

and maximal RMS levels of about 85 and 113 dB SPL at

the eardrums of listeners HI12 and HI3, who had the lowest

and highest (right ear) hearing thresholds between 4 and 8

kHz, respectively (see Table I).1 Finally, 20-ms Hanning

rise and decay ramps were imposed onto the stimuli. Figure

1 shows two example SRD stimuli with opposite spectral

ripples.

2. Interaural phase difference frequency range (IPDFR)

To quantify the listeners’ sensitivity to binaural TFS in-

formation, a measure developed by Ross, Tremblay, and Pic-

ton (2007b) was adopted. This measure provides an estimate

of the highest frequency for which a listener is still able to

detect an IPD change of a given (constant) magnitude. In the

following, it is therefore referred to as the IPD frequency

range (IPDFR) measure.

FIG. 1. Two example SRD stimulus spectra with the same (1-kHz) ripple

spacing but opposite ripple patterns (solid black and dashed gray curve,

respectively). Within the target interval, stimulus presentation alternated ev-

ery 0.5 s between two such spectra, whereas only one such spectrum was

presented throughout the reference interval.
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a. Stimulus generation. The IPDFR stimuli were gener-

ated as follows (see also Fig. 2). First, an f-Hz pure tone of

length 2 s was generated digitally at a sampling rate of 48

kHz. This signal was then amplitude-modulated with a 1-Hz

sinusoid (stimulus segment “A”) and copied to another chan-

nel, resulting in a diotic reference stimulus. The target stimu-

lus was generated by amplitude modulating the f-Hz carrier

with a fully rectified 1-Hz sinusoid (stimulus segment “B”).

By using stimulus segment A as the left channel and stimu-

lus segment B as the right channel, a dichotic target stimulus

was obtained that alternated between being interaurally in-

and out-of-phase every 0.5 s. Due to the fact that the 180�

phase shift always occurred at the minimum point of the

modulation, there were no waveform discontinuities, and

hence no spectral splatter was introduced into the target

stimulus. Finally, an overall gain was applied to each chan-

nel of the reference and target stimuli to compensate for the

magnitude response of the electro-acoustic test setup and to

raise the stimuli 30 dB above hearing threshold at the carrier

frequency f. The two panels on the left-hand side of Fig. 2

show the left and right channels of an example IPDFR target

stimulus. In-phase presentation is illustrated by black

TABLE I. Gender, age, hearing thresholds, and etiology of the HI listeners.

Audiometric thresholds (dB HL)

ID Gender Age Ear 125 250 500 750 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000 Etiology

HI1 M 60 L 25 25 25 20 25 40 65 70 75 Age

R 20 20 20 25 20 30 60 65 75

HI2 F 60 L 30 40 35 35 40 55 60 70 75 Hereditary

R 35 40 35 30 40 60 65 70 70

HI3 M 61 L 20 15 30 50 35 60 60 60 65 Noise

R 25 25 30 55 40 45 60 60 45

HI4 M 62 L 15 25 30 40 40 40 60 65 65 Hereditary/noise

R 20 20 30 45 40 40 50 60 65

HI5 F 62 L 25 20 25 35 35 50 65 65 70 Hereditary

R 15 15 25 30 35 40 55 60 65

HI6 M 62 L 20 20 20 30 30 45 70 70 60 Noise

R 30 20 20 30 35 50 65 65 65

HI7 F 63 L 20 20 25 20 25 40 50 60 65 Age

R 20 20 35 25 20 40 45 50 55

HI8 F 63 L 20 15 25 25 30 35 40 50 65 Age

R 25 25 30 35 40 45 40 45 55

HI9 M 64 L 10 10 35 40 45 55 60 60 65 Unknown

R 10 15 25 35 45 50 60 55 55

HI10 M 66 L 15 15 5 5 15 65 65 65 60 Noise

R 5 5 5 10 15 60 55 55 50

HI11 F 67 L 10 5 10 15 15 30 35 45 50 Hereditary

R 10 10 20 25 35 30 40 55 65

HI12 M 67 L 30 35 20 10 20 30 60 65 70 Trauma

R 30 35 25 15 30 25 45 45 65

HI13 M 67 L 10 15 20 25 35 60 70 65 60 Noise

R 20 15 15 25 25 55 65 65 70

HI14 M 67 L 45 50 50 55 50 45 50 50 50 Unknown

R 40 45 55 55 50 45 40 40 45

HI15 F 68 L 10 15 25 35 45 55 45 50 65 Hereditary

R 5 10 25 35 40 50 40 45 55

HI16 M 71 L 15 5 0 10 15 35 55 65 60 Age

R 5 0 5 15 25 35 60 60 65

HI17 M 72 L 15 10 15 20 20 40 50 65 70 Age

R 15 10 10 20 25 40 50 55 50

HI18 M 72 L 15 20 25 50 45 55 70 75 70 Noise

R 15 20 25 45 45 40 70 70 65

HI19 M 73 L 40 35 30 35 40 50 65 70 60 Hereditary

R 25 25 20 35 40 55 65 70 75

HI20 F 73 L 35 35 40 40 45 50 60 55 50 Hereditary

R 45 40 45 45 50 55 60 60 50

HI21 M 75 L 20 20 20 30 30 55 60 70 80 Age

R 20 25 30 35 40 55 60 75 80

HI22 F 77 L 35 35 40 45 50 60 60 60 60 Age

R 40 50 45 45 50 55 60 60 60

HI23 M 78 L 15 10 25 40 40 60 65 70 75 Age

R 15 10 15 25 30 45 60 65 60
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segments in both channels, whereas out-of-phase presenta-

tion is illustrated by a black segment in the left channel and

a gray segment in the right channel. The two panels on the

right-hand side of Fig. 2 show a close-up view of the same

stimulus, illustrating a 180� phase shift occurring in the right

channel at the minimum point of the amplitude modulation.

3. Psychophysical procedure

The psychophysical procedure used for the two basic

auditory measures was an adaptive, three-interval, three-al-

ternative, forced-choice procedure coupled with a one-up

two-down staircase rule tracking the 70.7%-correct point on

the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971). For both measures,

an interstimulus interval of 0.5 s was used. The task given to

the listeners was to identify the stimulus that was different

from the other two stimuli. On each trial, the target stimulus

was randomly assigned to one of three buttons displayed on

a touch screen. The buttons were visually marked so that the

listeners always knew to which interval they were listening.

Once they had listened to all three intervals, they had to

press the button corresponding to the interval they thought

had contained the “odd” stimulus. They then received visual

feedback about the correctness of their response.

a. SRD. The parameter tracked by the adaptive proce-

dure was the ripple spacing, which was accomplished by

varying the delay Dt (see Sec. II B 1). A 1-kHz ripple spac-

ing and a 250-Hz step size were used initially. Following an

up-down reversal, the step size was halved until the mini-

mum step size of 20 Hz was reached. The procedure then

continued for another eight reversals after which the final

threshold estimate was obtained by finding the median of all

data points collected with the minimum step size. If a

sequence of responses resulted in a 0-Hz ripple spacing

being calculated for the next trial, the ripple spacing from

the previous trial was halved, and the resultant value was

used instead.

Due to time constraints, only one threshold per ear could

be measured for six HI listeners. For the other 17 HI listen-

ers, however, test-retest data were collected to determine

reliability. We found a test-retest correlation of 0.85, and so

all SRD data were deemed reliable. For the following analy-

ses, we decided to use the thresholds stemming from each

listener’s ear with the better SRD threshold. For the test-

retest group, we furthermore decided to use the better of the

two (same-ear) thresholds.

b. IPDFR. The parameter tracked by the adaptive proce-

dure was the carrier frequency f (see Sec. II B 2). A 250-Hz

carrier frequency and a 250-Hz step size were used initially,

while the minimum carrier frequency was set to 125 Hz and

the minimum step size to 16 Hz. Following a down-up rever-

sal, the step size was halved until the minimum step size was

reached. The procedure then continued for another eight

reversals, after which the final threshold estimate was

obtained by finding the median of all data points collected

with the minimum step size.

The same six HI listeners who, due to time constraints,

could only be tested once on the SRD measure were also

tested only once on the IPDFR measure. Again, however, the

other 17 HI listeners were tested twice. We found a test-

retest correlation of 0.89, and so all IPDFR data were deemed

reliable. For the following analyses, we decided to use the

better of the two thresholds from each test-retest listener and

the (single) thresholds from each of the remaining six

listeners.

4. Training

Before the actual measurements, all listeners were

trained in the SRD and IPDFR tasks. First, several SRD stim-

uli with gradually decreasing ripple densities were played

back over a loudspeaker so that the listener and experimenter

could listen to the sounds together and discuss any differen-

ces the listener could hear. This was followed by a loud-

speaker-based training block (about 20 trials) as well as a

headphone-based training block (about 30 trials), which

made use of the actual test procedure. The IPDFR test also

started with some listening examples, which were presented

over headphones. Initially, interaural level differences

(ILDs) rather than IPDs were introduced into the target stim-

uli to familiarize the listeners with the basic (L-R) changes

they had to detect. This was followed by some listening

examples containing IPDs and a discussion of the changes

the listeners could hear. They then completed a training

block (about 30 trials), which made use of the actual test

procedure.

5. Test setup

All SRD and IPDFR measurements were made in a sin-

gle-walled, sound-attenuated test booth. The test software,

written in MATLAB, was run on a personal computer, which

was connected to a 14-in. touch screen and an Echo Audio-

Fire 8 soundcard. For all but four listeners, the soundcard’s

built-in headphone amplifier was used to drive a pair of

Sennheiser HDA200 headphones. To prevent clipping of the

FIG. 2. Left: Example IPDFR target stimulus alternating between in-phase

(black) and out-of-phase (black-gray) presentation. Right: Close-up view

showing 180� phase shift applied to the right channel at the minimum point

of the amplitude modulation.
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stimuli for the other listeners who had the highest high-fre-

quency audiometric thresholds, the line-level output from

the soundcard was first routed to an external, purpose-built

amplifier, which in turn was connected to the pair of

headphones.

C. Cognitive measures

The role of cognitive function in the two spatial listen-

ing tasks was estimated using the reading span test (e.g.,

Daneman and Carpenter, 1980) and the visual elevator test

from the Test of Everyday Attention (Robertson et al.,
1996).2

1. The reading span test

The reading span test is a visual test of working memory

capacity that has been used in a large number of audiological

studies (for a review, see Akeroyd, 2008). In our implemen-

tation, words were displayed on a screen one at a time at a

rate of one word per 0.8 s. After the presentation of three

words, there was a pause of 1.75 s, during which the partici-

pant had to respond either “yes” if the previous three words

made up a semantically correct sentence (e.g., “Pigen bør-

stede håret” – “The girl brushed the hair”) or “no” if the pre-

vious three words made up a semantically absurd sentence

(e.g., “Toget sang sangen” – “The train sang the song”). Fol-

lowing a sequence of sentences (three, four, five, or six, in

ascending order), either “first” or “final” was displayed on

the screen. The participant was then asked to recall either the

first or the final words of all the three, four, five, or six previ-

ous sentences. There were two repetitions per sequence

length, resulting in a total of 54 sentences being presented

for scoring purposes. Furthermore, one additional sequence

of three sentences was presented initially for training pur-

poses. The performance measure used for this study was the

total number of correctly recalled first and final words pre-

sented across all sets. Note that the reading span test could

not be administered to listener HI1 who was dyslexic.

2. The visual elevator test

In the visual elevator test, participants were presented

with series of symbols showing either an elevator or an

upward or downward pointing arrow. They were instructed

that each elevator symbol represented a separate floor and

that the arrows were indicating the direction the elevator was

moving in. Their task was to keep count of which floor the

elevator was on by counting up or down, symbol by symbol,

and reversing the direction of counting whenever an arrow

appeared. The participants completed each series in their

own time, and the experimenter registered the time taken for

each series. There were two practice series, followed by 10

series for scoring purposes. The latter contained between 11

and 30 symbols, each including between two and six arrows

(i.e., directional switches). The data collected for this study

were timing scores reflecting the total time taken for all cor-

rectly counted floor numbers divided by the total number of

directional switches contained in those series. According to

Robertson et al. (1996), this test indexes switching attention

abilities.

D. Spatial listening tasks

1. Sound localization

a. Physical setup. All sound localization measure-

ments were carried out under anechoic conditions. Thirteen

active Genelec 8030A loudspeakers were positioned in the

horizontal plane in a semicircular arrangement with an angu-

lar separation of 15� (see Fig. 3). The distance between the

loudspeakers and the listening position was 1.5 m. The loud-

speakers were connected directly to a multi-channel sound

card (MOTU Audio 24I/O), which in turn was connected to

a computer running the experimental software written in

MATLAB.

To ensure optimal access to pinna cues, the listeners

were seated in a custom-made chair, which was rotated such

that, for each listener, the ear for which the better SRD

threshold had been obtained was turned toward the loud-

speaker at 90�. The chair, which was equipped with a head-

rest small enough not to obstruct sound reaching the

listeners’ ears from behind, was then adjusted as necessary

to ensure that the listeners were located precisely at the cen-

ter of the test setup. The listeners were instructed to move as

little as possible whenever measurements were being made.

This was also cross-checked by the experimenter by means

of a video monitoring system. All data were collected with

the help of a 12-in. touch screen displaying the graphical

response interface. The graphical response interface con-

sisted of an outline of the semicircular loudspeaker arrange-

ment with the 13 loudspeakers labeled 1 (directly in front) to

FIG. 3. Physical test setup used for the localization test (loudspeakers

shown in white and light gray) and the spatial speech recognition measure-

ments (loudspeakers shown in light and dark gray). The listener was posi-

tioned such that the ear for which the better SRD threshold had been

obtained was turned toward the semicircle of loudspeakers.
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13 (directly behind). A source identification method was

used (e.g., Hartmann et al., 1998). Following presentation of

a stimulus, the listener had to select the number correspond-

ing to the perceived source and then to confirm the selection

by pressing an “OK” button. The graphical response inter-

face was also displayed on a flat-panel computer screen

mounted above the frontal loudspeaker, which the listeners

were asked to look at during stimulus presentation.

b. Stimulus. The localization stimulus consisted of four

noise bursts, which were obtained by digitally generating a

white noise signal of length 1.35 s at a sampling rate of 44.1

kHz. This noise was multiplied with an envelope signal to

give rise to four 300-ms noise bursts having linear, 10-ms on-

and offset ramps and interburst intervals of 50 ms. The result-

ant burst train was then passed through the 4–8 kHz FIR

bandpass filter that had previously been used for the SRD

stimuli (see Sec. II B). To minimize the risk of the listeners

relying on overall level differences for F-B discrimination

purposes, the presentation level of each stimulus was roved

by randomly applying a gain change of �3, 0, or þ3 dB.

c. Calibration. A nominal presentation level of 65 dB

SPL free-field was chosen for the localization test. First, the

magnitude response of each electro-acoustic reproduction

channel was equalized at the listening position using

inverse-filtering techniques. The localization stimulus was

then spectrally shaped in the same way as the SRD stimuli,

raising its RMS spectrum at least 15 dB above hearing

threshold between 4 and 8 kHz (see Sec. II B). This resulted

in minimal and maximal free-field RMS levels of about 71

and 92 dB SPL for listeners HI12 and HI3, who had the low-

est and highest hearing thresholds between 4 and 8 kHz,

respectively (see Table I).

d. Training. Before making any measurements, each

listener was systematically trained in the localization task.

This involved introducing the listener to all 13 stimulus

directions and presenting the stimulus in a pairwise manner

from locations symmetrical relative to the listener’s interau-

ral axis (locations 1 and 13, 2 and 12, 3 and 11, etc.). Finally,

39 stimuli were presented from random directions, which the

listeners had to localize. After each block of 13 trials, they

were given qualitative verbal feedback about their

performance.

e. Localization error measures. To quantify localiza-

tion performance, two localization error measures were cal-

culated, one per spatial dimension. First, the responses were

decomposed into a L-R and a F-B dimension (Good and Gil-

key, 1996). This was accomplished by folding the six actual

locations and corresponding responses from the rearward

quadrant to mirrored locations in the frontal quadrant. The

RMS error for each set of decomposed (F-B or L-R)

responses was then calculated according to Eq. (1):

RMS error �ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i

Di � Aið Þ2=N:
r

(1)

where Di is the ith decomposed response, Ai is the actual

location of the ith stimulus, and N is the total number of

stimulus presentations.

2. Spatial speech recognition measurements

a. Speech material. Spatial speech recognition was

assessed with the help of a Danish multi-talker speech cor-

pus (Behrens et al., 2008). This corpus consists of a large set

of Dantale II sentences (Wagener et al., 2003) that all follow

the form “name verb numeral adjective object.” For each

syntactic element, there are 10 possible alternatives to

choose from, one possible combination being the utterance

“Michael havde otte gule huse” (“Michael had eight yellow

houses”). All sentences were spoken with normal vocal

effort by each of five trained female talkers. The recordings

of these sentences were stored as 44.1-kHz, 16-bit sound

files and were adjusted to have the same RMS level and

approximately the same length (while preserving pitch infor-

mation). To allow cuing the target talker, the resultant sen-

tences were re-arranged into 10 test lists such that all

sentences in a given list started with the same name. The 10

test lists � 5 talkers were then tested for their homogeneity

in terms of speech intelligibility, leading to the selection of 3

talkers and 6 test lists that produced the most homogeneous

performance. The same talker served as the target talker for

all measurements. Moreover, on any given trial, all words

were unique and all three sentences presented differed from

the ones presented on the previous trial. Due to the use of

three qualitatively very similar talkers and the presentation

of sentences having the same structure, the SRT measure-

ments were likely characterized by large amounts of infor-

mational masking (e.g., Brungart et al., 2001).

b. Physical test setup. The physical test setup was

based on the one used for the sound localization test (see

Fig. 3). Only the four loudspeakers positioned at 0�, 645�,
and 180� were used, and the touch screen was removed as

the listeners had to respond orally.

c. Test conditions. SRTs were measured for each of

three test conditions: co-located (CO), F-B, and L-R. In each

condition, three speech signals were presented simultane-

ously, either from the same or from different loudspeakers.

One of the signals served as the target and the other two as

maskers. The two maskers were always presented at the

same level. To keep the overall presentation level relatively

constant, positive target-to-masker ratios (TMRs) were

accomplished by reducing the masker level and keeping the

target level constant, whereas negative TMRs were accom-

plished in the opposite manner. A 0-dB TMR corresponded

to the target, the first masker, and the second masker all hav-

ing the same presentation level individually. Furthermore, to

reduce task variability, the test conditions were blocked.

The CO condition served as a nonspatial reference con-

dition. In this condition, all speech signals came from the

frontal loudspeaker. Due to the use of highly similar talkers,

the (relatively) synchronous presentation of three same-syn-

tax sentences, and the lack of spatial differences, the
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dominant cue available to the listeners to complete this task

was the level of the target relative to the level of the maskers

(e.g., Brungart et al., 2001; Marrone et al., 2008b). In the

F-B condition, the target was presented from the frontal

loudspeaker, while the two maskers were presented from the

rear loudspeaker. The dominant cues available in this condi-

tion to separate the target from the maskers were pinna cues.

This was because the F-B spatial configuration ensured near-

zero target and masker interaural cues. Furthermore, due to

the blocking of the test conditions, the available pinna cues

were consistent within a block of trials, whereas any level

cues were unpredictable as the level of both the target and

the maskers was adjusted and as the TMRs were random-

ized. In the L-R condition, the target was also presented

from the frontal loudspeaker, while the two maskers were

presented from the loudspeakers at 645�. Note that with the

two maskers being arranged symmetrically relative to the lis-

tening position, the benefits of (monaural) better-ear listen-

ing were minimized (e.g., Marrone et al., 2008b). The

dominant cues available in this condition were therefore bin-

aural cues, because, similar to the pinna cues in the F-B con-

dition, they were consistent within a block of measurements,

whereas the level of the target relative to the level of the

maskers varied in a random fashion.

To enable the listeners to identify the target signal, the

first word of the target sentence (the name) served as a call

sign and was displayed constantly on the computer screen

over the frontal loudspeaker. The listeners were told that

the target would always be presented from the frontal loud-

speaker, and before each block of measurements they were

also informed about the location of the maskers. Apart

from the test condition, the call sign was also held constant

within a given block of trials to further reduce task vari-

ability. The listeners’ task was to repeat all five words of

the target sentence, which the experimenter then entered

into customized software. Each word was scored

individually.

d. SRT estimation. For each of the three test condi-

tions, the TMR corresponding to 50%-correct speech intelli-

gibility was estimated. Each 50%-correct TMR was based

on two psychometric functions that had been derived using

the method of constant stimuli. To get an indication of where

each listener’s threshold was likely to lie, a block of 30 trials

was initially run that covered a comparatively large TMR

range (suitable ranges were indicated by previous studies). A

given TMR was held constant for three trials, after which

one of the other (pre-determined) TMRs was randomly cho-

sen. For each TMR, the percentage of words (excluding the

call signs) repeated correctly was calculated. The resultant

TMR-percent-correct points were then used to derive a first

set of estimates of the psychometric functions with the help

of a maximum-likelihood estimation procedure. From these

functions, a few suitably placed TMRs were extracted and

another block of 3� 30 trials was executed. On the basis of

the data from the second block of trials, another set of psy-

chometric functions was estimated. From both sets of psy-

chometric functions, the 50%-correct TMRs were then

extracted.3 The final SRT estimates were obtained by calcu-

lating the arithmetic mean of the two 50%-correct points per

listener and test condition. The resultant estimates are

referred to as SRTCO, SRTF-B, and SRTL-R for the CO, F-B,

and L-R conditions, respectively.

e. Calibration. The nominal presentation level chosen

for the SRT measurements was 65 dB SPL free-field for

three equal-level speech signals presented simultaneously

from one loudspeaker. Following equalization of the magni-

tude response of each reproduction channel, the speech stim-

uli were spectrally shaped to restore partial audibility. The

audibility criterion used was at least 15 dB above hearing

threshold for all frequencies up to 3 kHz. Due to the large

dynamic range of the speech signals and the resultant

requirement for more headroom compared to the other test

stimuli, this criterion had to be lowered to at least 12 dB

above hearing threshold at 4 kHz, to at least 8 dB above

hearing threshold at 6 kHz, and to at least 4 dB above

hearing threshold at 8 kHz. This resulted in minimal and

maximal free-field RMS levels of about 73 and 86 dB SPL

for listeners HI16 and HI7, who had the lowest and highest

hearing thresholds between 2 and 6 kHz, respectively (see

Table I).

f. Training. Prior to measuring any SRTs, all listeners

went through a training program that was intended to fa-

miliarize them with the CO, F-B, and L-R tasks and to

lead to an asymptote in performance. The program took

about an hour to complete and was based on a gradual

build-up of task complexity as well as the provision of

feedback. A speech signal was initially presented from one

loudspeaker at a time, and the listener was asked to iden-

tify its location. Next, the speech signal was changed from

trial to trial, and the listener was asked to repeat it. The

task was then made more difficult by introducing the

speech maskers one at a time at a relatively low level.

Finally, the level of the maskers was also varied. After

each response, the listener was informed whether it was

correct or not. In case it was incorrect, the experimenter

told the listener which aspect of the stimulus to pay atten-

tion to and repeated the same stimulus up to two times, so

the listener could correct the previous response. Training

elderly HI listeners in this manner had previously been

found to reduce intra-listener variability in such measure-

ments considerably (Neher et al., 2008).

E. Test protocol

The test protocol comprised four visits per listener that

were distributed over several weeks. A visit lasted up to 2

h. At the first visit, listeners were informed about the

purpose of the study and signed a letter of consent. Further-

more, an otoscopy was performed, the listeners’ audio-

grams were measured, and the cognitive data were

collected. At the second visit, the basic auditory measure-

ments were made. At the third visit, the listeners went

through the training programs for the two spatial listening

tasks. At the fourth visit, the localization and SRT measure-

ments were carried out.
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F. Statistical analyses

The distributions of all datasets were tested for normality

with the help of the Shapiro-Wilk’s W test. Because the W
statistic was found to be significant for none of the measures,

all data were analyzed using parametric statistics. To examine

the significance of any within- and between-group differen-

ces, t-tests and analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were

employed. To predict performance on the spatial listening

tasks, product-moment correlation and multiple-regression

analyses were carried out. To control the risk for type-I

errors, Bonferroni corrections adjusting the family-wise error

rate (e.g., Norman and Streiner, 2008) were applied to all cor-

relation analyses and the results reported in terms of adjusted

significance levels, pBonf. Furthermore, simple multiple-

regression analyses based on no more than two predictor vari-

ables were performed to comply with guidelines related to

sample size and model generality (e.g., Hair et al., 2006).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Basic auditory and cognitive measures

1. SRD

Figure 4(a) shows the SRD data from both the HI listen-

ers (numbers) and the control group (circles). The horizontal

black bars correspond to group mean values, and the boxes

represent 61 standard deviation (SD). While one HI listener

(HI1) achieved an SRD threshold that was equal to the best

threshold from the control group (i.e., 188 Hz), there were

also five HI listeners (HI10, HI17, HI18, HI21, and HI23) who

required ripple spacings larger than 1 kHz to complete the

task. Because the SRD stimuli had a bandwidth of 4 kHz

(see Sec. II B) and because Supin et al. (1994) showed that

to avoid introducing significant level changes when inverting

the spectrum of such stimuli there should be at least four

spectral ripples per stimulus, these listeners were excluded

from all further analyses involving the SRD data. An inde-

pendent t-test performed on the data from the remaining 18

HI listeners and the control group confirmed that the former

had, on average, significantly higher SRD thresholds than

the latter [t(24)¼�5.5, p< 0.0001)].

While we are unaware of any comparable SRD data

from HI listeners, the control group’s data can be compared

to some results reported by Supin et al. (1998) stemming

from four NH listeners aged 25–37 yr. For a stimulus with

logarithmically spaced spectral ripples, a 4-kHz center fre-

quency, a 1-octave bandwidth, and a 75%-correct perform-

ance criterion, these listeners’ mean threshold was equivalent

to a ripple spacing of about 280 Hz. Clearly, this threshold is

somewhat higher than the one obtained in this study. How-

ever, Supin et al. (1998) also observed better SRD perform-

ance for stimuli with linearly (rather than logarithmically)

spaced spectral ripples. This finding, together with the about

5% difference in performance criterion, can probably explain

the higher mean threshold obtained by Supin et al.’s listeners.

2. IPDFR

Figure 4(b) shows the IPDFR data from the two groups of

listeners. Even though, in terms of span covered, the HI listen-

ers’ IPDFR data were comparable to their SRD data, almost

half of the IPDFR measurements from the HI group fell within

the range of the control group data. Furthermore, there were

only two listeners (HI22 and HI23) with IPD frequency ranges

smaller than 500 Hz, the worst threshold (357 Hz) still lying

clearly above the 125-Hz limit used in the adaptive procedure.

Nevertheless, an independent t-test confirmed that the HI lis-

teners had, on average, significantly lower IPDFR thresholds

than the NH listeners [t(29)¼ 4.2, p< 0.001)].

The IPDFR data can be compared to data from young

NH, middle-aged NH, and elderly HI listeners collected by

FIG. 4. Results from the basic auditory and cognitive measures: (a) SRD, (b) IPDFR, (c) the reading span test, and (d) the visual elevator test. Data from the

HI listeners are shown by numbers, whereas data from the younger NH controls are shown by circles. Horizontal black bars correspond to group means. Boxes

represent 61 SD.
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Ross, Fujioka, Tremblay, and Picton (2007a). In spite of

some differences in test procedure and stimulus parameters,

the data from the young NH listeners of Ross et al. (mean:

1203 Hz, range: 770-1683 Hz) agree well with those from

our study’s controls (mean: 1230 Hz, range: 922-1500 Hz).

Additionally, in both studies, inter-listener differences were

more pronounced for the listeners with hearing loss and/or

higher age, and in both studies, some of these listeners per-

formed on a par with their controls. In contrast to our study,

however, nearly half of the middle-aged and older (about

45–80 yr) listeners of Ross et al. had IPD frequency ranges

smaller than 500 Hz despite having better hearing thresholds.

This raises the question of which dataset is more representa-

tive of the HI population as a whole. In this context, our

measurements seem to agree better with the binaural TFS

data collected by Hopkins and Moore (2011). For a test fre-

quency of 500 Hz, nearly all of their 24 (mostly elderly) HI

listeners obtained IPD thresholds lower than the 180� used in

our study, whereas at 750 Hz, about a third obtained thresh-

olds that were higher than 180�. This would therefore seem

to suggest that a considerable proportion of elderly HI listen-

ers have some remaining sensitivity to binaural TFS infor-

mation up to at least 500 Hz.

3. Cognitive data

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) display the cognitive data from the

HI listeners. For the reading span test, a mean value of 22.6

and a SD of 5.1 correctly recalled words were obtained; for

the visual elevator test, the corresponding values were 3.5

and 0.7 s per directional switch. These data can be compared

with those from our earlier study, as part of which mean val-

ues of 23.6 correctly recalled words and 4.2 s per directional

switch and SDs of 8.6 correctly recalled words and 1.6 s per

directional switch, respectively, were obtained (Neher et al.,
2009). Thus even though in terms of average performance

there was good correspondence between the two datasets,

this study’s participants performed in a more homogeneous

manner than the group tested previously. This was probably

because of the smaller age span covered by this study’s par-

ticipants (60–78 yr vs 28–84 yr). It is also interesting to note

that there was one listener (HI21) who obtained the second

lowest (i.e., poorest) score on the reading span test, while at

the same time obtaining the lowest (i.e., best) score on the

visual elevator test. The relation between the two cognitive

measures is examined further in Sec. III C 1.

B. Spatial listening tasks

1. Sound localization

The localization data from the two groups of listeners

are displayed in Fig. 5(a). Generally speaking, the HI listen-

ers had larger localization errors than the NH listeners. Also,

there were substantial inter-listener differences in localiza-

tion accuracy, especially for the F-B dimension. Specifically,

the HI group obtained mean F-B and L-R RMS errors of 57�

and 20�, respectively, whereas the control group achieved

corresponding values of 24� and 10�. Furthermore, while the

spread in the HI listeners’ F-B data amounted to 62� (NH

group: 54�), it only amounted to about 16� in their L-R data

(NH group: 7�). To confirm these observations statistically, a

repeated-measures ANOVA with spatial dimension as

within-subject factor and listener group as between-subject

factor was carried out. Both main effects were found to be

significant [spatial dimension: F(1, 29)¼ 57.3, p< 0.00001;

listener group: F(1, 29)¼ 30.6, p< 0.0001], as was their

interaction [F(1, 29)¼ 10.9, p< 0.01]. These results there-

fore confirm that HI listeners localize less accurately than

NH listeners, especially so in the F-B dimension (see Sec. I).

2. Spatial speech recognition measurements

The SRT estimates for the three test conditions are

shown in Fig. 5(b). The CO thresholds were generally the

highest, with group means of þ2 and �1.2 dB for the HI and

NH listeners, respectively. The F-B and L-R test conditions,

FIG. 5. Results from the spatial listening tasks: (a) F-B and L-R RMS errors and (b) SRTCO, SRTF-B, and SRTL-R data. Data from the HI listeners are shown

by numbers, while data from the younger NH controls are shown by circles. Horizontal black bars correspond to group means. Boxes represent 61 SD.
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in turn, were characterized by better performance. In particu-

lar, the HI group obtained average SRTs of �2.8 and �5.8

dB for the F-B and L-R conditions, respectively, while the

NH group achieved corresponding thresholds of �16.1 and

�19.2 dB. It is also worth noting that the spread in the F-B

and L-R data was larger than that observed in the CO data,

especially for the HI group. A repeated-measures ANOVA

with test condition as within-subject factor and listener

group as between-subject factor showed both main effects to

be significant [test condition: F(2, 58)¼ 236.5, p< 0.00001;

listener group: F(1, 29)¼ 150.7, p< 0.00001]. The same

was true for their interaction [F(2, 58)¼ 46.3, p< 0.00001].

Furthermore, according to a Scheffé post hoc analysis,

all within-listener group means were significantly different

from each other (p < 0.00001), as were the across-group

means for the F-B and L-R (but not the CO) test condition.

These results therefore confirm that listeners in general bene-

fit significantly from spatial separation of competing speech

signals, and that younger NH listeners obtain significantly

more benefit than elderly HI listeners under conditions of

both F-B and L-R spatial separation (see Sec. I).

C. Prediction of spatial listening abilities

The main purpose of this study was to further our under-

standing of the suprathreshold processes involved in spatial

sound perception. As pointed out in Sec. I, we approached

this research question by trying to model the localization and

spatial speech recognition performance of our HI listeners

using various measures of auditory and cognitive function.

In this manner, we expected to obtain results in support of

certain connections between these two domains. We started

by calculating correlations between our set of predictors to

check for any inter-dependencies. We then computed corre-

lations between a given spatial listening task and those basic

measures we expected to be predictive of it. Finally, we per-

formed multiple-regression analyses to scrutinize the predic-

tive power of certain measures further.

1. Inter-correlations for predictor variables

Prior to computing any correlations, the data from the

visual elevator test were transformed, so that for both cogni-

tive measures, a higher score corresponded to better per-

formance. Table II contains product-moment correlation

coefficients obtained for the predictor data from the HI lis-

teners. Note that some correlations between predictors

indexing auditory abilities in different (low or high) fre-

quency regions were not calculated as they were considered

nonmeaningful. Of the 19 correlations that were calculated,

two were found to be significant: between age and SRD

(r¼ 0.70, p¼ 0.0012, pBonf¼ 0.022), and age and IPDFR

FIG. 6. Scatter plots of age vs (a) SRD and (b) IPDFR. Data from the HI lis-

teners are shown by numbers, whereas data from the younger NH controls

are shown by circles. Regression lines and correlation coefficients corre-

spond to the HI listeners’ data only.

TABLE II. Product-moment correlation coefficients for the HI listeners’ basic auditory and cognitive data.

Age 3FAHLhigh 4FAHLlow SRD IPDFR Reading span Visual elevator

Age 1 — — — — — —

3FAHLhigh 0.13 1 — — — — —

4FAHLlow 0.04 �0.08 1 — — — —

SRD 0.70a,c 0.07 n/a 1 — — —

IPDFR �0.67b,c n/a �0.23 �0.47 1 — —

Reading span �0.15 �0.13 �0.22 0.19 0.20 1 —

Visual elevator �0.24 0.07 �0.31 �0.10 �0.03 0.15 1

Correlations involving the SRD measure are based on the data from those 18 HI listeners with SRD thresholds of maximally 1 kHz. Cells marked by “n/a” cor-

respond to tests that were considered nonmeaningful. Data from the visual elevator test were transformed such that for both cognitive measures larger values

corresponded to better performance.
aCorrelation significant at the 1% level.
bCorrelation significant at the 0.1% level.
cCorrelation significant following a Bonferroni correction for 19 tests.
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(r¼�0.67, p¼ 0.0005, pBonf¼ 0.009). Figure 6 displays

scatter plots of these effects; for reference purposes, the con-

trol group data are also shown. In contrast, neither SRD and

3FAHLhigh nor IPDFR and 4FAHLlow were significantly cor-

related. Thus these data do not lend support to our hypothe-

ses that elevated high- and low-frequency HTLs lead to

poorer SRD and binaural TFS sensitivity (see Sec. I). Instead

they suggest that higher age impairs a listener’s ability to

resolve high-frequency monaural spectral details and to

detect IPD changes over a wide frequency range.

Importantly, none of the auditory measures was corre-

lated with any of the cognitive measures. This finding

implies that our estimates of the listeners’ auditory skills

were not confounded with their cognitive abilities (see

Sec. I). Consequently, they were considered suitable predic-

tors of bottom-up contributions to spatial listening perform-

ance. Interestingly, the two cognitive measures were not

correlated with each other either. This is in contrast to our

previous study where the two measures had been correlated

(r¼ 0.45, p< 0.05). Furthermore, neither cognitive measure

was correlated with age. This finding too is at odds with our

previous study, which had revealed significant correlations

between these measures and age (r¼�0.68 and �0.60,

p< 0.01). Because cognitive function as a whole is known to

decline with age (see Sec. I), this suggests that the HI group

tested in the current study was somewhat atypical as far as

cognitive aging effects are concerned.

2. Spatial listening models

a. F-B tasks. Table III contains product-moment corre-

lation coefficients calculated for the F-B RMS error data, the

SRTF-B data, and those measures we expected to be predic-

tive of F-B spatial listening, i.e., age, 3FAHLhigh, SRD, as

well as the two cognitive measures. The largest correlation

was obtained for SRTF-B and the visual elevator test

(r¼�0.44). This correlation was significant at the 5% level,

but it became nonsignificant when a Bonferroni correction

was applied (p¼ 0.038, pBonf¼ 0.38). Unexpectedly, neither

age nor 3FAHLhigh was correlated with any of the F-B spatial

listening tasks even though significant correlations between

these (or very similar) measures and the SRTF-B data had

been observed previously (see Sec. I). One could speculate

that the HI listeners’ atypical pattern in terms of cognitive

aging (see Sec. III C 1) led to the lack of a correlation with

age and that matching the listeners in terms of audibility led

to the lack of a correlation with high-frequency HTLs (see

Sec. IV A 1). Moreover, the SRD measure too failed to pre-

dict performance on any of the F-B spatial listening tasks.4

Overall, these findings raise the question of whether this mea-

sure actually tapped the auditory skills required for these

tasks, which is discussed further in Sec. IV A 1.

Altogether, the tested basic auditory and cognitive

measures were unable to predict F-B spatial hearing per-

formance, and so no additional multiple-regression analyses

were carried out.

b. L-R tasks. Table IV contains product-moment corre-

lation coefficients calculated for the L-R RMS error data, the

SRTL-R data, and those measures we expected to be predic-

tive of L-R spatial listening, i.e., age, 4FAHLlow, 3FAHLhigh,

IPDFR, as well as the two cognitive measures. Note that the

3FAHLhigh predictor was primarily included here to allow

for the possibility that the degree of hearing loss in the 4–8

kHz region might have had an influence on the listeners’

ability to utilize ILD cues for localizing the high-frequency

noise stimulus. Note also that, for the same reasons as before

(see Sec. III C 1), some (nonmeaningful) correlations were

not calculated. Whereas the L-R RMS error data were not

significantly correlated with any predictor, a significant cor-

relation between SRTL-R and the visual elevator test was

obtained (r¼�0.60, p¼ 0.003, pBonf¼ 0.027). Furthermore,

even though the correlations with age (r¼ 0.44, p¼ 0.036,

pBonf¼ 0.364), 4FAHLlow (r¼ 0.52, p¼ 0.011, pBonf¼0.113),

and IPDFR (r¼�0.47, p¼ 0.022, pBonf ¼ 0.228) became non-

significant when a Bonferroni correction was applied, it is

worth noting that the unadjusted correlation pattern agreed

well with previous findings (see Sec. I).

In view of the fact that the Bonferroni method has been

widely criticized for being too conservative when a large

TABLE III. Product-moment correlation coefficients for the HI listeners’ F-

B RMS error, SRTF-B, age, 3FAHLhigh, SRD, reading span, and visual ele-

vator data.

Age 3FAHLhigh SRD Reading span Visual elevator

F-B RMS

error

0.16 �0.01 0.06 �0.36 �0.03

SRTF-B 0.05 0.13 �0.22 �0.08 �0.44a

Correlations involving the SRD measure are based on the data from those

18 HI listeners with SRD thresholds of max. 1 kHz. Data from the visual el-

evator test were transformed such that for both cognitive measures larger

values corresponded to better performance.
aCorrelation is significant at the 5%-level but becomes nonsignificant when

a Bonferroni correction (for 10 tests) is applied.

TABLE IV. Product-moment correlation coefficients for the HI listeners’ L-R RMS error, SRTL-R, age, 4FAHLlow, 3FAHLhigh, IPDFR, reading span, and vis-

ual elevator data.

Age 4FAHLlow 3FAHLhigh IPDFR Reading span Visual elevator

L-R RMS error �0.06 n/a 0.11 n/a �0.01 0.18

SRTL-R 0.44a 0.52b 0.15 �0.47a �0.36 �0.60b,c

Cells marked by “n/a” correspond to tests that were considered nonmeaningful. Data from the visual elevator test were transformed such that for both cognitive

measures larger values corresponded to better performance.
aCorrelation significant at the 5% level.
bCorrelation significant at the 1% level.
cCorrelation significant following a Bonferroni correction for 10 tests.
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number of dependent tests are carried out (e.g., Bender and

Lange, 2001; Bland and Altman, 1995; Perneger, 1998), we

decided to examine the visual elevator, age, 4FAHLlow, and

IPDFR predictors further using multiple-regression analyses.

Our motivation for doing so was to obtain some indication

concerning their statistical independence to possibly motivate

further research. As pointed out in Sec. II F, for reasons of

statistical rigor, we restricted our analyses to models based on

no more than two predictors. All six pairwise combinations

of the age, 4FAHLlow, IPDFR, and visual elevator variables

were tested. For four of these models, both predictors were

found to be significant. In order of variance accounted for,

these were (1) the visual elevator test and IPDFR (R2¼ 0.60,

adjusted R2¼ 0.56, all p< 0.003), (2) the visual elevator test

and 4FAHLlow (R2¼ 0.47, adjusted R2¼ 0.42, all p< 0.045),

(3) age and 4FAHLlow (R2¼ 0.44, adjusted R2¼ 0.38, all

p< 0.022), and (4) 4FAHLlow and IPDFR (R2¼ 0.39, adjusted

R2¼ 0.33, all p< 0.048). For the two remaining models, age

was found to be nonsignificant. Overall, one could interpret

these results as suggesting three bottom-up or top-down

effects in SRTL-R performance: (1) the relation to 4FAHLlow

(which we also had found previously) might indicate a more

peripheral (cochlear) effect; (2) the relation to IPDFR might

indicate a more central auditory effect; and (3) the relation to

the visual elevator measure (which we also had found previ-

ously) might indicate a cognitive effect (e.g., Committee on

Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics, 1988). Figure 7

shows scatter plots of each of these three predictors versus

SRTL-R.5 Again, the control group data have been included

for reference purposes. Further research would have to be

conducted to completely establish the independence of these

effects as well as to determine their causality.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this study was to try to predict spa-

tial listening performance to better understand the different

suprathreshold processes involved in such tasks. A number

of basic measures of auditory and cognitive function were

therefore considered and initially tested for any inter-

dependencies. No correlations between the auditory and cog-

nitive domains were observed, which is why the two sets of

predictors were considered suitable indices of, respectively,

bottom-up and top-down processing. Furthermore, strong

correlations between age and both SRD and IPDFR were

observed. Concerning the basic measures’ predictive power,

the statistical analyses revealed that they were not related to

F-B spatial listening performance. This was not true for L-R

spatial listening performance, however, where the results

indicated some relationships between bottom-up and top-

down measures and the L-R competing-speech task. These

findings are discussed further in the following sections.

A. Predictability of F-B spatial hearing abilities

1. 3FAHLhigh

In our earlier study, we had observed a correlation

between SRTF-B and a measure of high-frequency hearing

thresholds and had hypothesized that this might reflect a

pinna cue-related deficit (see Sec. I). In the current study,

however, none of the F-B spatial listening tasks was corre-

lated with high-frequency HTLs. These differences may be

explainable based on differences in audibility. To recapitu-

late, unlike in our previous study, we had been able to match

the listeners from the current study closely in terms of high-

frequency audibility (see Sec. I). It is therefore possible that

we factored out the inter-listener differences that previously

had given rise to the correlation between SRTF-B and high-

frequency HTLs. Indirect support for this assumption is

available from Humes (2007), who argued that reduced audi-

bility often is the primary driver of the speech-understanding

difficulties experienced by HI listeners.

2. SRD

The analyses in the preceding text also showed that the

SRD measure was not able to predict F-B spatial hearing per-

formance. Given that it had specifically been aimed at captur-

ing listeners’ sensitivity to F-B spatial cues, this finding was

clearly unexpected. Bearing in mind that this measure did not

gauge pinna-cue sensitivity directly, it is possible that it did

not tap the skills required for discriminating pinna cues and

FIG. 7. Scatter plots of (a) the visual elevator test, (b) IPDFR, and (c) 4FAHLlow vs SRTL-R. Data from the HI listeners are shown by numbers, whereas data

from the younger NH controls are shown by circles. Regression lines and correlation coefficients correspond to the HI listeners’ data only.
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that the listeners relied on other cues to identify the target

stimuli. In this context, one possible explanation could be

that instead of resolving spectral ripple differences within the

4–8 kHz passband, the listeners were in fact relying on spec-

tral changes occurring on the low-frequency skirts of these

stimuli. Due to the logarithmic relationship between audi-

tory-filter bandwidth and center frequency (e.g., Moore,

2007) and the SRD stimuli’s linear ripple spacing (see Sec. II

B), the relative ripple density increased with frequency. Con-

sequently, there were fewer ripples and thus more pro-

nounced differences on the low-frequency flanks of these

stimuli. These differences could have taken on the form of

significant level cues in the case of too few ripples per stimu-

lus (see Sec. III A 1). In support of this “skirt listening”

notion, Supin et al. (2001) observed that the less a low-fre-

quency noise masker was separated in frequency from a SRD

stimulus, the more NH listeners’ performance deteriorated.

Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that this study’s HI listeners

were able to exploit such cues. First, their magnitude would

have been reduced by the listeners’ broader auditory filters.

Second, an analysis of the (spectrally shaped) SRD stimuli

revealed their RMS levels to be several decibels below the

group’s average hearing thresholds for all one-third octave

bands having center frequencies lower than 3.15 kHz.

Another possibility could be that the listeners relied on

the stimuli’s temporal properties for discrimination pur-

poses. The auto-correlation function of a linear SRD stimu-

lus contains a peak at the delay, Dt (e.g., Supin et al., 1998,

Fig. 9), which is inversely proportional to the ripple spacing

(see Sec. II B). Although some researchers have proposed

that this might facilitate SRD (e.g., Yost et al., 1996), others

consider this unlikely as shorter delays lead to more easily

detectable cues in the spectral ripple domain, but less easily

detectable cues in the auto-correlation domain (Supin et al.,
1994). The observed correlation between SRD and age (see

Sec. III A 1) would seem to lend credence to the auto-corre-

lation hypothesis, as aging is known to impair auditory tem-

poral processing (e.g., Pichora-Fuller and MacDonald,

2008). Clearly, however, further research into the precise

mechanism(s) driving SRD performance would be needed

before the inability of this measure to predict F-B spatial lis-

tening abilities could be explained.

3. Cognitive measures

Regarding the two cognitive measures, there were no

significant effects apparent for the sound localization task.

This could have been due to the fact that the HI group did

not exhibit the typical, age-induced cognitive decline. In

addition, the choice of stimulus might have been responsible.

To recapitulate, a bandpass-filtered train of noise bursts was

employed to maximize the test’s sensitivity to pinna cue-

related effects. Not only was this stimulus therefore sparse in

terms of the spatial information provided to the auditory sys-

tem, it did not engage any high-level cognitive functions

related to, for example, distributing resources across multi-

ple tasks or inhibiting competing information either. This is

in contrast to earlier studies (Merat and Groeger, 2003; Ries

et al., 2010), which addressed the role of cognition in sound

localization and which found working memory-related

effects when there were multiple tasks or interfering stimuli

(see Sec. I). It is therefore possible that the localization task

employed for this study did not tax the listeners’ cognitive

systems sufficiently to reveal any differences in that domain.

Concerning the SRTF-B listening task, a correlation with

the measure indexing attention was found, which, however,

became nonsignificant when a Bonferroni correction was

applied. Furthermore, no indication whatsoever of a relation-

ship between SRTF-B and the measure indexing working

memory capacity was obtained. This was in contrast to our

earlier study where this measure had emerged as the strong-

est cognitive predictor of SRTF-B performance (see Sec. I). It

seems likely that the HI group’s unusual cognitive data were

at least partly responsible for this. Another possible explana-

tion, which takes into account that many of our HI listeners

struggled to differentiate between front and back, could be

that they were unable to deploy their cognitive resources

effectively because they failed to spatially separate the com-

peting signals. Compared to L-R spatial information, F-B

cues are thought to be more vulnerable and readily degraded

even by mild high-frequency hearing impairments (e.g.,

Byrne and Noble, 1998). Furthermore, the F-B cues that

were available were carried by the speech stimuli’s conso-

nant sounds, which only occurred intermittently. Thus the

SRTF-B task was also relatively sparse in terms of the

amount of acoustic information available to the auditory sys-

tem for parsing the acoustic mixture. Perhaps the combina-

tion of these challenges made it difficult for the listeners to

spatially focus attention and thus to inhibit the maskers,

which might have contributed to the unexpected cognitive

effects in the F-B speech measure.

B. Predictability of L-R spatial hearing abilities

1. 4FAHLlow

In accordance with our earlier findings, the current study

indicated a possible relationship between low-frequency

HTLs and L-R spatial speech recognition. We had previously

hypothesized that this relationship could reflect a reduced

ability to exploit low-frequency IPD cues (see Sec. I). How-

ever, the measurements of IPD sensitivity made as part of the

current study were not correlated with 4FAHLlow. This is in

agreement with Strelcyk and Dau (2009), who, for a test fre-

quency of 750 Hz, found no correlation between hearing

thresholds and IPD sensitivity and also with Hopkins and

Moore (2011), who only found a weak correlation at 750 Hz

and no correlations at 500 and 250 Hz. Hence, these data can-

not help clarify which type of auditory deficit the relationship

between the L-R speech measure and 4FAHLlow might be

suggestive of. Nevertheless, given that the RMS levels of all

test signals were clearly above threshold, differences in audi-

bility can most likely be ruled out. Another possibility could

be reduced frequency selectivity, which has been found to be

correlated with both HTLs and speech intelligibility (e.g.,

Moore, 2007). Moreover, Strelcyk and Dau (2009) found no

correlation between their estimates of frequency selectivity

and binaural TFS sensitivity at 750 Hz (while Hopkins and

Moore (2011) did not report these correlations). Thus to help
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clarify these effects, corresponding measurements should

ideally be made at lower test frequencies to verify if low-fre-

quency HTLs are indeed correlated with frequency selectivity

but not TFS sensitivity.

2. IPDFR

The data from our study implied an age-related reduc-

tion in the frequency range over which listeners are sensitive

to binaural TFS information. This finding is in concordance

with previous psychoacoustic research showing that aging

causes binaural TFS processing deficits (e.g., Hopkins and

Moore, 2011; Huang et al., 2009; Pichora-Fuller and Schnei-

der, 1992; Ross et al., 2007a; Strouse et al., 1998). Further-

more, it also agrees with physiological evidence for

deteriorated phase (or synchrony) coding in the aging central

auditory system (e.g., Frisina et al., 2001; Ross et al., 2007a;

Wambacq et al., 2009).

In addition to the correlation with age, our results hinted

at a link between IPDFR and SRTL-R. More precisely, the

relationship between these two variables was such that an

increase in IPDFR was associated with a decrease in SRTL-R.

This finding is in general agreement with the correlations

between TFS sensitivity and speech reception observed by

Strelcyk and Dau (2009) and Hopkins and Moore (2011)

(see Sec. I). Furthermore, it is also supported by similar data

from our laboratory collected with a different listener group

and a different measure of binaural TFS sensitivity (Lunner

et al., 2010). One could speculate that because IPDs play a

dominant role in determining the perceived location of a

source (Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002; Wightman

and Kistler, 1992) and because perceived location is a salient

perceptual feature toward which auditory attention can be

directed (e.g., Kidd et al., 2005), binaural TFS information

might facilitate spatial focus of attention in competing-

speech tasks. If this was the case, one would expect its con-

tribution to be reduced if it no longer was coded accurately

in the auditory system, for example because of aging effects.

Further research would be needed to underpin the potential

connection between binaural TFS sensitivity and spatial

speech recognition performance.

3. Cognitive measures

A clear effect of top-down processing was apparent in

the L-R competing-speech data. That is, the correlation

between SRTL-R and the visual elevator test was the

strongest one between any predictor and spatial listening

task considered in the current study. This is in concordance

with our earlier study where the visual elevator test had

emerged as the strongest cognitive predictor of SRTL-R

performance (see Sec. I). One possible explanation for this

finding could be that the SRTL-R stimuli were acoustically

“richer” than the localization and SRTF-B stimuli. To illus-

trate, the broadband nature of the speech signals used and

the availability of multiple types of L-R cues (see Sec. I)

probably meant that the L-R condition provided sufficient

acoustic information for localizing and segregating the tar-

get signal. This, in turn, might have made it easier for the

listeners to steer their attention spatially and in this way to

improve recognition of the target signal. Nevertheless, as

for SRTF-B, the reading span data were not related to

SRTL-R even though these two measures had been corre-

lated previously (see Sec. I). Thus in contrast to the visual

elevator test, the reading span test generally failed to give

rise to the expected correlations with spatial speech recog-

nition, which might have been a consequence of the listen-

ers’ unusual cognitive performance.

V. SUMMARY

Despite having similar audiometric profiles and being

tested at suprathreshold levels, the elderly HI listeners partic-

ipating in this study differed widely in terms of their per-

formance on the basic measures of auditory and cognitive

function as well as the complex spatial listening tasks. Fur-

thermore, they displayed significant auditory deficits com-

pared to a group of younger NH controls. Concerning

performance on the basic measures, the analyses indicated a

negative effect of age on the HI listeners’ ability to detect

both spectral ripple and interaural phase difference changes;

the well-established negative effect of age on cognitive func-

tion, however, was not borne out by their data. Concerning

spatial listening performance, relations to any auditory and

cognitive measures were observable for only one task: rec-

ognition of a frontal speech target presented against two

speech maskers separated in azimuth by 645�. For this task,

a significant correlation with performance on the visual ele-

vator test from the Test of Everyday Attention was obtained.

Furthermore, supplementary analyses indicated additional

effects of the frequency range over which the listeners were

sensitive to interaural phase difference changes as well as

average low-frequency hearing threshold levels. Altogether,

these findings lend credence to the involvement of auditory

and cognitive factors in spatial speech recognition perform-

ance. Future work should address the causality of these

effects.
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1In spite of the high sound pressure level, listener HI3 did not experience

any discomfort when completing the SRD test.
2Originally another test from the Test of Everyday Attention (i.e., the map

search test) had been included in the current study. However, due to the

fact that the data from this test exhibited strong ceiling effects, its predic-

tive power was very limited, and so it was excluded from the analyses.
3During the course of the current study, the concern had arisen that there

might be residual differences in test list intelligibility. To test for this, an

analysis of variance with the factors test condition and test list was carried

out. Intending to obtain as robust and generic effect estimates as possible,

the analysis of variance was performed on almost 500 SRTs stemming

from several similar experiments. While the effects of test condition and

test list were found to be highly significant (p< 0.0001), their interaction

was not (p> 0.05). Hence, to compensate for the observed differences in

test list intelligibility, the grand average of the six test lists’ mean SRTs

was calculated and the difference, Difflist, between each test list’s mean
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SRT and the grand average taken (the six Difflist estimates ranged from

�1 to þ0.8 dB). Each original SRT (SRTpre) was then transformed into a

compensated one (SRTpost) as follows: SRTpost¼SRTpre – Difflist.
4In this context, it is worth pointing out that the mean F-B RMS error and

SRTF-B scores of those five listeners who had been excluded from all

SRD-related analyses because of their potentially misleading SRD thresh-

olds (see Sec. III A 1) were in fact comparable to those of the other 18 HI

listeners (mean F-B RMS error: 59� vs 56�, mean SRTF-B: �3.2 dB vs

�2.6 dB).
5Even though the scatter plot in Fig. 7(b) is characterized by just a few data

points at the “small IPDFR” end, support for a relationship between binau-

ral TFS sensitivity and L-R speech recognition is available from another

similar study (see Sec. IV B 2).
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